FACTS AND FIGURES TO SHARE WITH YOUR CONTINGENT...

Jamboree Flash Update

Performance Stages

World Point Stages provide a place for you to showcase your talents either as a group or individual. The World Point team has lined up some great performers from around the world, and we are hoping you will join us too in presenting your talents. If you can sing, dance, provide music, craft demonstrations, karaoke, skits, skills, or storytelling, we would welcome you performing on the stage. If you or someone from your contingent want to schedule or register interest, please follow this link https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/WSJ2019_Stages and let us know what you would like to do. For any questions, please contact Marc Circus (mhcircus@verizon.net).

Friendship Hub

The Friendship Hub is a place for Scouts to visit, hang out, and meet others from around the world. Each day of the Jamboree we will have a theme, games, music, and dancing; there is something for everyone! Come back each day for a special tournament of our games including giant Jenga, football (soccer), inflatable darts, ping pong, and video games. Some of these games will be inside the Friendship Hub tent itself, while others will be on a nearby hillside so you can enjoy the beautiful scenery of the Summit! Come join us and show us your best.

Festival of Nations

Come learn something about countries from around the world by visiting NSO exhibits. This is a great place to see what makes us different, while at the same time showing us what we have in common.

While visiting the exhibits, stop by some of our craft areas and be creative. We have some fun opportunities for you to make keepsakes to remember your Jamboree event. Here are some things we have to share:

- **Daily Art Projects**: Create your own customized flag to be displayed at World Point. Daily themes to include “A World of Scouts”, “Unlock Your Path Ahead”, “Wishing Trees”, “As a Scout, How Do you Hope to Change the World?”
- **Branding**: We will be branding any personal items brought to their location by WSJ participants that can safely be branded. Brand your favorite item with a WSJ logo and other logos onto a belt, water bottle, hat, boot, and more.
- **Photo Booth**: Take a goofy selfie (or not) with scouting friends. Upload your selfie to social media or to friends and family back home. Have fun and express you self with old friends or new friends.
- **Woodcarving**: Our woodcarvers have been a hit at the past two WSJs. They have prepared thousands of wood carved items to give to participants as keepsakes for the WSJ. Stop by and visit with them if you have time, and take home something to remember your jamboree experience. Earn a different unique piece each day of the WSJ to collect them all.

12-Points

On the south side of Goodrich Lake sits a plaza surrounded by flag poles where each day special activities and demonstrations will take place.